CREATING A BRAND IDENTITY

// HOW CHARLOTTE BECAME THE BOBCATS
ESTABLISHING A STRONG BRAND THAT CONNECTS WITH CONSUMERS IS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS IN ANY INDUSTRY. IN THE SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT WORLDS, IT CAN MAKE OR BREAK YOU. AS SUCH, OUR ORGANIZATION’S VERY FIRST TASK WAS TO BEGIN THE PROCESS OF CREATING A UNIQUE IDENTITY THAT WOULD RESONATE WITH THE PUBLIC.

A LOT GOES INTO A BRAND — MORE THAN JUST NAME AND COLORS. ATTITUDE, PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS ARE EQUALLY IMPORTANT.

FOR THE BOBCATS, OUR BRAND IS STILL VERY YOUNG. AND THOUGH THE FOUNDATION OF OUR BRAND IS NOW SET, THIS ORGANIZATION’S IDENTITY WILL CONTINUE TO DEVELOP FOR YEARS TO COME.

THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN A VISUAL HISTORY OF THE PROGRESSION FROM NAMELESS NBA ENTITY TO A PROFESSIONAL SPORTS FRANCHISE WITH A UNIQUE, FORWARD-THINKING AND CLASSIC BRAND IDENTITY.

ALONG THE WAY, MANY PEOPLE HAVE TAKEN PART IN THE CREATIVE PROCESS. A TALENTED GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS WORKED HAND-IN-HAND WITH MEMBERS OF THE CHARLOTTE COMMUNITY TO TAKE GOOD IDEAS, IMPROVE THEM THROUGH CRITICAL FEEDBACK AND ULTIMATELY END UP WITH AN IDENTITY PROGRAM THAT REACHED ALL OF OUR ORGANIZATIONAL AND COMMUNITY GOALS.

IT’S ALWAYS TOUGH TO GAIN A STRONG CONSENSUS ON CREATIVE IDEAS AND DESIGNS, BUT WE FEEL THAT WE DID JUST THAT IN CREATING THE NEW BOBCATS BRAND IDENTITY. IN ADDITION, WE BELIEVE THAT THE BOBCATS BRAND WILL DEFINE A NEW STANDARD IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS AND CREATE A NEW SENSE OF LOYALTY AMONG THE PEOPLE OF CHARLOTTE.

JOIN ME IN A LOOK BACK AT THE FIRST CHAPTERS IN THE CHARLOTTE BOBCATS BRANDING HISTORY, AND LET’S LOOK AHEAD TOGETHER TO WHAT PROMISES TO BE AN EXCITING FUTURE FOR THIS, THE NBA’S 30TH FRANCHISE. // SINCERELY //

MAJORITY OWNER // BOBCATS BASKETBALL HOLDINGS, LLC
“I THINK ORANGE IS ABOUT TO

BECOME A VERY HOT NBA COLOR.”

THE NAMING ANNOUNCEMENT IS ONE MORE PART OF THE NEW AND EXCITING CHAPTER THAT WE HAVE BEGUN WITH THE NBA AND BOB JOHNSON. CHARLOTTE IS WELL KNOWN, IN PART, BECAUSE OF OUR NBA CONNECTION, AND I LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING THE NEW CHARLOTTE BOBCATS LOGOS AND COLORS THROUGHOUT THE CITY, NATION AND WORLD, BUT ESPECIALLY ON THE BACKS OF PLAYERS WHO WILL CALL CHARLOTTE HOME AND BECOME PART OF THE FABRIC OF THE CHARLOTTE AREA COMMUNITY.”

“THE CHARLOTTE BOBCATS TEAM WILL BE AS ATHLETIC, FIERCE AND HARD WORKING AS THE BOBCAT ITSELF. NO ONE WANTS TO MEET UP WITH A BOBCAT IN THE WOODS, AND THAT’S THE FEELING WE INTEND TO CREATE WITH OUR NEW TEAM’S IDENTITY.”

“IT’S BOLD, IT’S EYE-CATCHING AND CLASSY. PARENTS WILL BUY IT FOR THEIR KIDS AND FANS WILL QUICKLY WARM UP TO IT. IT’S A CLASSIC DESIGN THAT WILL STAND THE TEST OF TIME.”

// NBA COMMISSIONER DAVID STERN

// CHARLOTTE MAYOR PAT MCCORRY

// BOBCATS TEAM OWNER ROBERT L. JOHNSON

// CHARLOTTE OBSERVER 6.12.03
THE SEARCH FOR A TEAM IDENTITY STARTS WITH A GREAT NAME.

FANS SUBMITTED TEAM NAMES TO THE CHARLOTTE REGIONAL SPORTS COMMISSION.

AMES.ADMIRALS.ADRENALINE.AIR.AIRBORNE.AIRMEN.AIRWAYS.
AMBASSADORS.ARMOUR.ARROWS.ATTACKERS.ATHLETICS.ATOMS.
AVENGERS/AVIATORS/AZTECS.BALLERS.BANDITS.BANKS.BANKERS.
BANKSHOTS.BARONS.BEES.BLAST.BLAZE.BLING.BLITZ.BLUECATS.
/BOBCATS/BOMBERS.BOUNCE.BREAKERS.BREEZE.BULDOGS.BUZZ.
CAGERS.CANNON.CARDINALS.CAROLINAS.CASH.CATAMOUNTS.CATS.
CHALLENGERS.CHAMPIONS.CHAOS.CHARGE.CHARGERS.CHEETAHS.
CHIEFS.CLASSICS.CLASHERS.COLONIALS.COMETS.COBRAS/CONDORS/
COPPERHEADS/COUGARS/COURAGE.COURTJESTERS.CRASH.CROCS.
CROWS.CROWNS.CRUSADERS.CRUSH.CRUSHERS.CRUZE.CYCLONES.
Over 1250 names were suggested by the Charlotte community. Round by round, focus group by focus group, the top 10 names were carefully chosen.
“I’M GOING WITH THE CHARLOTTE FLYING-DRAGONCATS.”

— ED TAPSCOTT, PRESIDENT OF BOBCATS BASKETBALL HOLDINGS, LLC., ON WFNZ SPORTS RADIO

AFTER ADDITIONAL RESEARCH, FAN FEEDBACK, CREATIVE INPUT AND TRADEMARK SEARCHES, THE FINAL 3 NAMES FOR THE NEW CHARLOTTE FRANCHISE WERE IDENTIFIED. PRIMARY LOGO TREATMENTS WERE CREATED AS THE NEXT PHASE OF THE IDENTITY PROCESS TOOK SHAPE.
RECOGNIZABLE NAME
+
GREAT LOGO
+
UNIQUE COLOR
+
DISTINCT UNIFORM

BRAND SUCCESS.

SUCCESSFUL SPORTS IDENTITIES ARE: MEMORABLE, MARKET RELEVANT, ADAPTABLE & TIMELESS.
BIRDS, JETS, AND WINGS WERE VISUALS EXPLORED FOR FLIGHT.

THE NAME CHARLOTTE FLIGHT TESTED VERY WELL IN FOCUS GROUP SESSIONS. THE NAME RESONATED WITH CHARLOTTEANS THROUGH ITS CONNECTION TO NORTH CAROLINA’S LICENSE PLATE TAGLINE, “FIRST IN FLIGHT.” FLIGHT ALSO CONNECTED TO THE ATHLETICISM OF BASKETBALL PLAYERS AND THEIR ABILITY TO DEFY GRAVITY AS THEY LEAP TO THE BASKET. ULTIMATELY, THE FLIGHT IDENTITY DID NOT OFFER ENOUGH FLEXIBILITY FOR THE FINAL LOGO DESIGN.
DRAGONS WENT FROM MODERN TO MENACING TO MEDIEVAL.

THE NAME CHARLOTTE DRAGONS PROVIDED GRAPHIC DESIGNERS CREATIVE FREEDOM TO EXPLORE MANY WHIMSICAL IDEAS. WITH A MYTHICAL AURA, DRAGONS INSPIRED LOGOS THAT WERE BOTH SINISTER AND PLAYFUL, APPEALING TO ALL AGE GROUPS. AS DRAGONS DID NOT HAVE AN INDIGENOUS CONNECTION TO THE CHARLOTTE REGION AND THE CREATIVE DIRECTION SEEMED TOO DISCONNECTED, THIS IDENTITY WAS PASSED ON.
CREATING A UNIQUE LOGO WAS CRITICAL FOR THE BOBCATS.  
THE BOBCATS LOGO DEVELOPMENT MOVED IN THREE DISTINCT DIRECTIONS (AGGRESSIVE, ANIMATED, ABSTRACT) EXPLORING A WIDE ARRAY OF POSSIBILITIES. // ACTUAL BOBCAT TRAITS SUCH AS AGGRESSIVENESS AND ATHLETICISM WERE INCORPORATED AND A SIDE PROFILE WAS DECIDED UPON. // THE CREATIVE DIRECTION ALLOWED THE CHARLOTTE BOBCATS LOGO TO UNIQUELY DISTINGUISH ITSELF FROM ALL OTHER “CATS” LOGOS IN PRO AND COLLEGE SPORTS.
BOBCATS PROFILE LOGO EVOLVED WITH FOCUS ON DETAILS.

BOBCATS EXTENDS SEAMLESSLY INTO

CHARLOTTE

PRIMARY MARK

PARTIAL MARKS
IDENTITY
SECONDARY APPLICATIONS.
CHARLOTTE BOBCATS ORANGE HAS BECOME A BRAND OF ITS OWN. BOBCATS BLUE, BLACK & SILVER EXTEND THE COLOR PALETTE.
DESIGNERS FOCUSED ON 8 ATTRIBUTES TO DEVELOP A SUCCESSFUL ON-COURT IDENTITY
1 // UNIQUE STYLE/COLOR
2 // SOPHISTICATED
3 // PERFORMANCE ORIENTED
4 // BROADCAST FRIENDLY
5 // PRODUCTION ABILITY
6 // MASS AUDIENCE APPEAL
7 // PLAYER FRIENDLY
8 // LONG SHELF LIFE

LIKE THE LOGO PROCESS, MANY UNIFORM DESIGNS ARE EXPLORED.
NBA TEAM UNIFORM DESIGN AND OUTFITTING BEGINS AFTER THE TEAM LOGO AND COLORS ARE FINALIZED.
// BOBCATS FASHION AND BRAND DESIGN CONSULTANTS CONTRIBUTED EQUALLY TO THE UNIFORM DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS, MIXING BOTH SILHOUETTE UNIQUENESS WITH STRONG GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS. // THE BOBCATS HAVE A UNIQUE LOOK THAT STILL RETAINS A CLASSIC NBA FEEL.
THE BOBCATS UNIFORM // PROGRESSIVE + CLASSIC // FEATURES.
1ST DRAFT PICK // EMEKA OKAFOR // MODELS THE NEW UNIFORM.
ABSOLUTE COMFORT + INNOVATIVE DESIGN = MAXIMUM APPEAL.

1 // DIAMOND MESH INSERTS allow a generous amount of air flow into the side of the uniform and showcase the Bobcats secondary logo.

2 // BACK V-NECK allows more freedom in movement than other NBA jerseys by providing a wider neck opening.

3 // SHIMMER FABRIC incorporates Reebok’s Play Dry technology, an advanced moisture management system that reduces sweat retention in fabric to lighten uniform.

4 // KISS-CUT TACKLE TWILL this type of lettering significantly lightens and reduces stiffness on player jerseys. The material is not layered thus reducing letter and number font build up on the uniforms.

5 // HIDDEN SEAMS alleviates skin irritation against a player’s body by covering internal garment thread.

6 // V-NECK INSERT assumed to be an ornamental detail, this insert strengthens the neck construction of the jersey.
COURT AND MASCOT DESIGN EXTEND TEAM BRAND IDENTITY.

A TEAM’S BRAND IDENTITY IS PARAMOUNT TO PROVIDING FANS AN “EMOTIONALLY-ENGAGING EXPERIENCE.” FROM THE TEAM MASCOT AND COURT LOOK TO THE DANCE TEAM OUTFITs, ARENA THEMING AND OTHER INTERACTIVE ELEMENTS, THE BOBCATS HAVE BUILT A FOUNDATION FOR A FUTURE OF MEMORABLE EVENTS.
BRAND ARCHITECTS

CARY MITCHELL DESIGNS // CHARLOTTE, NC
CHARLOTTE BOBCATS // CHARLOTTE, NC
GAMEPLAN BRANDING GROUP, INC // CHICAGO, IL
NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION // NEW YORK, NY
REEBOK // CANTON, MA